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Walkthrough 
 

 

Quandary in the Quarry (Walt) 
 

South Quarry 

After the introduction scene, you’ll be given a remote control. The remote control is a usable item which means you 

can press the ALT key or the middle mouse button to use it. If you want to have any chance of completing the game, 

you’ll need to do just that. 

Use the remote to call Robert over. If Robert doesn’t follow you, move a little closer. Direct Robert to each of the 

carbonite sources. 

 

The first and easiest carbonite is right in the middle of the room. Call Robert over and he’ll take care of it. 

 

Collecting the second carbonite is a 3 step process. First, grab the rope from the chest in the top right corner of this 

room. Then use the rope to create at bridge over the water on the left. Then call Robert across the water and show 

him the carbonite. Be careful here, a croc wanted that carbonite for himself. 
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In the bottom right corner of this room, you’ll find your third carbonite. You’ll also find another croc. After 

collecting this, move into the room to the right. Robert will come with you. 

 

You’ll see the first carbonite in this room as soon as you enter. Call Robert over, expect to be jumped from behind 

by another croc. 

 

Walking down a little will reveal a rock. Have Robert turn the rock into something a little more rollable. Push the 

rock into the water and cross over to find the final carbonite deposit. 

With all of the carbonite, head back to the wall Walt wanted to investigate. Watch the scene and you’ll end up 

inside. 
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The Hidden Cave 

After Walt is done reading, pick up the carbonite. Take it over to the table to create some bombs. 

 

Roll a bomb toward the tanzanine crystals to start a chain reaction. Head up to find the first of Aggem’s puzzles. 

Grab the first tile from the chest here, then head left. 

 

Use your bombs here to collect two more tiles. Blowing up the rocks at the top left of this room will reveal a charm 

for Walt to use. 

If you run out of bombs, you can grab the carbonite here and return to the previous room to make some more. 

 

The image above shows the correct placement of the tiles. Complete the puzzle to gain access to the next room. 
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Walt will do some more reading. After he’s done, grab the tile from the chest. If you need some more bombs, make 

them here.  

 

Now head right and up into the next room. There’s another tile in here to collect. Grab that and head back out and 

down. In the room to the left is your third tile. You’ve got everything you need to solve this next puzzle. 

 

Place your tiles as shown above. There’s a chest here, but you can’t get it until later so remember this room. Now 

that the laser is gone, head right. Make sure you have some bombs with you. 

 

Use you bombs to clear the crystals in this room as shown. Head down into the next room on the left. 
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Use your bombs as shown above to get to the chest in this room. Head back to the previous room and read the third 

log. Head up from there to find the third puzzle. There’s one more tile to grab first so head right and find that. 

Return to the puzzle room. 

Did you remember that chest from earlier that you couldn’t get? It’s time to get it. There’s a wooden board in this 

room, walk over and pick it up. 

 

Back in the room from earlier, remove the middle tile, and replace it with the wooden board. Walk across and open 

the chest. You will need to remove the wooden board and replace the fuel tile to get out again. 

Return now to the third puzzle. 

 

Use the wooden board to place the wire pieces. Then remove the wooden board to place the fuel tiles. 
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After the puzzle is complete, the switch at the bottom of the room will become usable. If you haven’t already, blow 

up the crystals blocking the switch. Hit the switch to start a scene. After Robert uses the crane, walk over to the 

yellow square and grab the item. 

 

After the scene you will be in the room to the right. Continue around, Robert will take care of the laser. Head up the 

stairs to find yourself outside. Continue through the house until you end up on the theater stage. The end. 
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Wizards and Demons (Griffin+Dak) 
 

The Dragon Cannon 

Randorian has asked you to find Elric in Quenera. Walk down past the hole you climbed out of, and through the 

trees. 

Now at the front of Quenera, you’ll find Elric on the left side of the map. Speak with him to start his dragon cannon 

mini game. 

 

You can’t lose, so you keep blasting those demons until Elric tells you to stop. He’ll then send you off to find 

Alannon in the wizard HQ. To get there, walk up, then continue past the houses and head right. You’ll be back 

where you first saw Randorian. From here cross over the bridge and into the door. 

The Crypt 

Alannon will send you into the crypt to find 4 items belonging to him and the other wizards. He’s also given you a 

magic wand. Cross the bridge and head right. Grab the first item from the chest and push the pillar in front of the 

fire pipe. 
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Crypt Puzzle #1 

Position the barrels as shown. They will blow up leaving behind a blue orb. Place the orb on the empty blue square 

to blow up the crystals. Move the pillar as shown in the second picture and use it to get to the blue switch. 

 

Use the blue switch to clear the ice off the floors. Back in the previous room, you will now be able to take the 

bottom exit to find the next puzzle. 

Crypt Puzzle #2 
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Hit the red switch to disable the fire floors. Then walk down and grab the second item. Return to the room with the 

first crypt puzzle, the fire at the bottom is gone so you can get that chest too. 

Head back to the main room and take the north exit. Cross the bridge to find the last puzzle. 

Crypt Puzzle #3 

 

This puzzle requires two steps. First position the barrels as shown in the left image. Then take the top fire barrel 

and place it as shown in the right image. 
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Press the green switch to clear out the greenery. Head down and grab the chest on the right before going down the 

stairs on the left. Continue until you come back to the room you started in. Hitting the yellow switch will let you get 

back to Alannon. 

Find Kheldon 

Alannon will send you in search of another wizard. Exit the HQ and head left. A shiny blue wizard will be waiting 

for you. Chat with him and he’ll ask to you to find the 2 civilians who have refused to leave. 

First, we’ll find Grammy. Go back to the wizard HQ, when you get to the place where Alannon once stood, walk left. 

Make your way through the tunnel, battling a couple of demons on the way. 

On the other side of the tunnel, you’ll find Grammy. 

Go back through the tunnel and leave the wizard HQ. This time walk right and take the bottom right exit. This is the 

room with Randorian and the teleportation stone. There’s also a house here that is now open. Go inside to find 

Jimmy. 

 

Push the chest and Jimmy as shown. Then step on the yellow button to complete the set. Jimmy will leave. Return 

to Kheldon, the blue wizard. He’ll approve your work. 

Finally, walk back to the room with the teleport stone and Randorian will allow you to return to Hingrad. 
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Lilly’s Lament (Lilly) 
 

A strange place 

Against the advice of Griffin, Lilly has followed Sasha through the nexus portal. You’ll find yourself in a strange 

place. Move the box and go through the door. 

 

Lilly will fall to an island. The demon Sasha tells Lilly to save the baby and then leaves. After a while, a rabbit will 

appear, while you’re waiting, grab the potions in the water surrounding the island. 

 

When the rabbit appears, approach it and the water surrounding the island will become solid rock. Follow the 

rabbit down to start a scene. 

Follow the baby into the next room. 

Save the Baby 

To complete this puzzle, you need to protect the baby as he crosses through the room. If you have trouble, the baby 

will slow down after a few tries. After a few more, he will slow down further. 
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Baby Puzzle #1 

 

#1 – Stand on the switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#2 – Stand on the switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#3 – Push the pillar across until it blocks the doorway 

#4 – Hit the switch to move the metal grate. After the baby crosses the grate, hit the switch again. 
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Baby Puzzle #2 

 

#1 – Stand on the blue switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#2 – Stand on the green switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#3 – Return to the blue switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#4 – Hit the switch to move the metal grate. 

#5 – Stand on the red switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#6 – Stand on the yellow switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#7 – Hit the switch to move the metal grate. 
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Baby Puzzle #3 

 

#1 – Push the pillar right to trap the baby for now. 

#2 – Push the pillar in front of the right rock doorway. 

#3 – Push the first pillar in front of the left rock doorway. 

#4 – Stand on the blue switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#5 – Stand on the green switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

#6 – Stand on the red switch here until the baby passes the spikes. 

 

Continue following the baby to start the final scene of this area. 
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Back to Arman Village (Dak+Walt) 
 

Arman Village 

You’ll start just below the teleport stone. The room to the left some free potions if you’re interested. Head north to 

meet Zang. After he leaves, the left room has another free potion. Make your way north again and enter the temple. 

Inside, things have changed a little since you were last here. The main temple is now blocked by rubble, but the 

side steps are clear. Walk up the side steps. 

 

Use the candle while standing in the position shown here to reveal a free potion. Grab that, or leave it, it’s up to 

you. Follow the path down and around until you end up outside. 

To enter the secret library, you’ll need to find four crests.  
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The Secret Garden 

 

The Wind Crest 

The chest at point 11 contains the wind crest. That’s a free one. 

The Fire Crest 

At point 2, you will find a hatchet on the chair. 

Use the hatchet to cut the rope ladder at point 7. 

Use the rope ladder to climb on the roof at point 9. Grab the key. 

Use the key to enter the shed at point 9. 

Get the fire crest from the chest inside. 

The Earth Crest 

Pick up the hollow pipe at point 6. 

Activate the switch under the bridge at point 3. 
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Enter the hidden cave under the grave at point 4 and get the switch handle from the chest. 

Place the hollow pipe in the chest to lower the spikes. 

Use the handle to activate the switch at point 8. This will open the second grave. 

Enter the second grave at point 5. 

Get the earth crest from the chest inside. 

The Water Crest 

Activate the switch under the bridge at point 3. 

Enter the hidden cave under the grave at point 4 and get the cheese. 

Use the cheese at the crack in the wall in the shed at point 9. 

Attach the lure to the fishing rod at point 10. 

Use the fishing rod to fish up the water crest at point 1. 

 

Using the Crests 

To reveal the secret library, you’ll need to place a crest into each of the receptacles. The correct placements are as 

follows: 

North = Fire 

South = Earth 

East = Wind 

West = Water 

The library will now open and you can go inside.  
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Chasing Enoch (Viper+Fox) 
 

Mehmedon Arrival 

After a short scene, Griffin will leave to talk to Skye. This leaves Fox and Viper to find Enoch. 

 

The image above shows the location of the imposter. Before leaving, grab the free potion, also pictured. 

The Chase Begins  

The fake Enoch has escaped! Not to worry, he isn’t too far away. Follow Evilnoch through the hole he made in the 

wall. Once outside, he will chat with you. 

When he runs off, push the log into the water to serve as a makeshift bridge. Crossing the river will cause Evilnoch 

to block your path with a pushable statue. 

After making short work on the strange creature, you will find a pixie. Believe it or not, these are what give the jars 

their magic, bridge moving powers. 

Return to the jar puzzle on the right side of the map. Use the pixie on the open jar to make it magic. 
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Jungle Jar Puzzle #1 

 

Into the Cobra Cave 

Cross the bridge you made by completing the puzzle. Enter the Cobra Cave. 

After battling your way through the cave, Evilnoch will slap Viper and escape. After a quick swim, you will find 

yourself in another, more familiar cave. 

Exit the cave and find yourself in the Jungle. Climb the vine to meet up with your old friend, the weird kid in the 

jungle. Take the right exit, and climb the vine in the next room to discover … 

Triba’s Jungle 

 A sneaky snake woman will appear out of the trees and give you a pixie. Take the pixie into the trees and use it to  

add magic to the jar. 
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Move the jar as far it will go and cross over the bridge. Continue into the next room to find …

 

Battle the snake woman you can see in the picture. Use the pixie on the jar and push it as shown. Walk down and 

cross the new bridge. Find another jar, move that left and down. Return to the jar in the image above and push it 

down and right. You’ve now created a second bridge below. 

Follow the walkways around to the next puzzle. 

Jungle Jar Puzzle #2 
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Triba’s Jungle 

Continue into the next room. There are a few more jars here. As before, move the jars to cross the bridges. You will 

also find a new charm in this room. After crossing enough bridges, you will find the next puzzle. 

Jungle Jar Puzzle #3 

 

Into the Temple 

Head up to the next room, set up the final bridge and enter Triba’s Temple. Now it’s time to check out what Dak and 

Walt are up to. 
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Aggem’s Temple (Dak+Walt) 
 

Secret Entrance 

After a quick visit from a wizard, take a look at the book on the left side of the room. Robert will open the secret 

entrance. 

 

Walk under the statue as shown. The robot won’t be expecting you and will try to beat you up. You’ll get the blue 

keycard. If blue isn’t your color, don’t worry, you’ll see plenty more in the way of keycards before you’re done. 

Enter the elevator and use the console to go down to level 1. 
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Using the Blue Keycard 
 

The Central Room 

 

After leaving the elevator, you’ll find yourself in the central room. Activate the console on the left of the room. You 

can’t go that way yet, but it will save time later. 

 

Activate the right console and head right. 

You’ll find a crane without power. Head 

right again and walk onto the bottom 

power bridge. Pull the switch to release 

the android, battle him to get his power 

core. Head back into the left room and use 

the power core to power up the crane. 

Grab the crane control off the table if you 

haven’t already. Walk over to one of the 

crane blocks, face toward it and press the 

ALT key or middle mouse button. The 

crane will move into position and pick up 

the block. 
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Now stand in the position shown in the image above and use the crane control a second time. The block will be 

placed onto the button and the spikes will lower. 

In the next room, use the crane to place each block onto a button. The spikes will lower. 

In the next room, you will find a lift. After crossing the power bridge, it will break and leave you with no other 

option than to take the elevator to level 2. 

Visiting level 2 

Exit the elevator to find an android rabbit, defeat it to break the block. In the next room, yellow spikes block your 

path. You don’t have a yellow keycard yet so head into the top right room. 

Magnetic Puzzle #1 

 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks down, then right. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks up, then left. 

Another Core 

In the room above, there’s another android. Defeat it to get another power core. 

Now head back the way you came, and back up the elevator to the first floor. 
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Back on the First Floor 

Place the power core into the power module to cause the power bridges to swap sides. You’ll need to leave the 

power core here for now, but you’ll be back for it later. 

Head left to find another crane, there’s another crane control here as well. First, put a block on the red button, then 

on the blue button. Head down into the next room. 

Ignore the crane in this room for now and head left. There’s another crane here. 

 

Pick up the block by the door and cross the power bridge. You can use the bridge to turn around and place the 

block on the button. 

Cross left over the power bridge and get another power core from the android. 

Head right, back to the previous room. Use the crane here to lower the spikes. Head right and you’ll find yourself 

back in the central room. 

Upgrading to the Yellow Keycard 

To upgrade, you’ll need two power cores. You will have one in your inventory, so you need one more. Head right 

into the crane room, take the power core back out of the module. This will disable the cranes, but you don’t need 

them anymore. 

Head back to the central room, and then down. There’s an elevator here, you’ll use that after upgrading your 

keycard. Head right again to find the first keycard upgrade room. 
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There are 5 screens on the right, once they all turn yellow, you can upgrade your card. 

Screen 1: Step on the left and right buttons under the android snakes. Having them standing up in front of the two 

wires will activate this screen. 

Screen 2: Step on the lone button, that will power the switch. Hit the switch to activate this screen. 

Screens 3 and 4: Place a power core in the power module to power the console. Use the console to activate the 

screen. 

Screen 5: Move the Power Pillar on to the purple square to activate this screen. 

The spikes will lower and you can place you keycard on the upgrade station. Wait a moment and collect your brand 

new yellow keycard. Your precious power cores will be destroyed in the process. 
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Using the Yellow Keycard 
 

Return to Level 2 

Use the elevator right outside the keycard upgrade room to descend to level 2. Exit the elevator to find yourself in 

the central room. 

 

You’ll notice the left and bottom exits are blocked by purple spikes. You don’t have a purple keycard yet, so those 

will have to wait. 

The elevator on the right leads to the third floor, but again, you’ll need the purple keycard. 

The best place to start is the room to the right. You’ll find two android rabbits in here. Defeat them to break the 

block. Head right into a maze with an area you can’t reach yet, and a robot. Head right again to find … 
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Magnetic Puzzle #2 

 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks UP, then RIGHT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks DOWN, RIGHT, UP, then RIGHT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT, DOWN, RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, then UP. 
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More Power Cores! 

Head down to find an android dog, and another power core.  

With the power core in hand, head back to the central room. Once you’re there, head up, and then up again. You 

may recognize this room, you’ve been here before. This time, you’re armed with a yellow keycard. 

Activate the console, and head into the room on the right. This is the elevator you came down before. If you 

remember, you left a power core up there. Take this elevator up, grab the power core, and come back down. 

Head left to find a new elevator. Take this elevator down to level 3. 

A Visit to Level 3 

Level 3 is a scary place where the water is orange … also there are monsters in the water. The scariness comes 

more from the monsters than the water, but I’m sure you’ll agree, orange water is weird. 

Walk across the bridge, fend off the monsters, and make your way down. You’ll find two energy balls and two 

energy pads. In case it’s not obvious, you’ll want to push one energy ball onto each pad. After doing so, head right 

to find … 

Energy Puzzle #1 

Pushing the block into the loose energy will cause the energy to be absorbed by the block. This will also cause the 

block to stop.  

 

After completing the puzzle, the block will explode, revealing its true form … a treasure chest. Use the key from the 

chest to remove the lock from the energy pad. Finally, push the energy ball onto the pad. 
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Upgrading to the Purple Keycard 

 

There are 5 screens on the right, once they all turn purple, you can upgrade your card. 

Screen 1: Hit the switch with the red handle. This will transfer power to the next switch. Continue until you hit the 

last switch. One of the switches is hidden behind the pillar on the right side. 

Screen 2 and 3: Place a power core in the power module to power the console. Use the console to activate the 

screen. 

Screens 4 and 5: Push each of the power pillars onto their purple squares. 

The spikes will lower and you can place you keycard on the upgrade station. Wait a moment and collect your brand 

new purple keycard. Your precious power cores will be destroyed in the process. 

Now go back the way you came, head back up the elevator to level 2. Exit the elevator and head down to the next 

room. 
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Using the Purple Keycard 
 

Magnetic Puzzle #3 

 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks UP, then RIGHT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT, UP, then RIGHT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks DOWN, then RIGHT. 
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Moving On 

Head right and defeat the android for another power core.  

Return to the previous room and take the bottom right exit. Use the console and head right, then down. You will 

find yourself back in the central room. 

Use the console on the left, and go into the left room. 

Magnetic Puzzle #4 

 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks UP, then RIGHT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT, then UP. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT. 
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The Core Problem 

After the puzzle, head left for another power core. You will now have two. 

Head right twice to find the central room. At this point, we’re going to take the elevator down to the third floor. 

We’ll return later to activate the bottom console. 

Use the elevator on the right side of the room to descend to the third floor. 

 

This is your official welcome to the third floor. You’ve been here before, but now, it’s serious.  

After lowering the spikes and battling the water monster, push the energy ball onto the energy pad to make an 

energy bridge. There’s a lot of energy on this floor. 

Head down to find a rabbit. Battle him if you don’t like rabbits. Head down again to find another energy puzzle. A 

slimy goo has absorbed some loose energy. Defeat it to release that energy. 

If you push the energy ball onto the pad, it will be used up and you’ll be stuck. Instead, push the energy ball over 

the loose energy to charge it. The energy ball will grow larger, allowing you to push it over multiple pads before it 

dissipates. 

See the image below for a possible path. 
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Head left to find more energy.  

 

After this, head left into a room with a new elevator. You’ll need a red keycard to use that elevator so we’ll come 

back later. 

After making an energy bridge, head down. The image blow shows the ideal path. 
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Energy Puzzle #2 

 

Completing the puzzle will reward you with a key. Head left, this time exit through the left door. You’ll need to 

make a couple more energy bridges to do this. 

Now you’ll be back in the elevator room. Use your key to unlock the energy pad, then push the energy ball onto the 

pad. Head left to find another puzzle. 
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Energy Puzzle #3 

 

Use the key from the puzzle to break the lock and make the bridge. Make your way north to a room with a red 

console. We’ll soon make a trip to get that red keycard, but first, we need another power core. Luckily, there’s an 

android in this very room. 

Defeat the android to gain the power core. In the room right of the android, you’ll find an armor upgrade for Dak. 

Now that you have a third power core, go back the way you came, all the way back to the elevator. This picture 

from earlier shows the room you want to be in. 
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The Journey to the Red Keycard 

Take the elevator back up to the second floor. You’ll be in the level 2 central room. Use the console at the bottom of 

the room and head down. 

Magnetic Puzzle #5 

 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT, then DOWN. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks UP. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT, then DOWN. 
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Bunny Blunders 

Head down and battle the bunnies to break the block. Then head left to find what you hope is the final magnetic 

puzzle. 

Magnetic Puzzle #6 

 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks DOWN, then LEFT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks DOWN. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks UP. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT, then DOWN. 
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Getting the Red Keycard 

Head up and enter the elevator. You’ll now be back on level one. Exit the elevator and cross down over the bridge 

and into the room below. 

Use one of your power cores to power up the crane. As before, move a block onto each of the red buttons to lower 

the spikes. Head left to find the red keycard upgrade room. 

 

There are 5 screens here, once they all turn red, you can upgrade your card. 

Screen 1: Raise the snake in the top left basket. 

Screen 2: Raise the snakes in the middle right and bottom right baskets. 

Screens 3 and 4: Place a power core in the power module to power the console. Use the console to activate the 

screen. 

Screen5: Push the power pillar onto the purple square. 

The spikes will lower and you can place you keycard on the upgrade station. Wait a moment and collect your brand 

new red keycard. Your precious power cores will be destroyed in the process.  
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Using the Red Keycard 
 

Reclaiming the Power 

Exit the key room and take the power core back from the crane. Head up and go back down the elevator. You’re 

now back on the second floor. Head down, right, then up twice to get to the central room. From here, take the right 

elevator back down to the third floor. 

Take the same path as before, ending up in the room where you beat up the android. You’ll pass an elevator on the 

way, but don’t go there just yet. We’ll need a second power core first. 

 

Once you make it back to the room shown in the image above, activate the red console and head left. Two rooms 

north, you will find nearly the final android. Grab the power core and instead of moving north, head back south. 

In the room shown above, head down again, then right into the 

elevator room. Take the quick detour through the room below 

and enter this elevator. 

You’ll find yourself on the second floor. 
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The Black Keycard 

From the elevator, you can only go up, so do that. Directly up is the black keycard upgrade, but we’ll need one final 

power core. On the right side of the room, you’ll find another doorway leading to the final magnetic puzzle. 

Magnetic Puzzle #7 

 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks LEFT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT, then UP. 

Using the Red Magnet 

Pull the blocks RIGHT, UP, RIGHT, UP, then LEFT. 

Using the Blue Magnet 

Pull the blocks DOWN.  
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The last and final core 

Head up to grab the final power core. Then make your way back out and up into the upgrade room. 

Upgrading to the Master Keycard 

 

There are 5 screens here, once they all turn black, you can upgrade your card. 

Screen 1, 2 and 3: Place a power core in the power module to power the console. Use the console to activate the 

screen. 

Screen 4: Hit the switch with the red handle. This will transfer power to the next switch. Continue until you hit the 

last switch. 

Screens 5: Move the top pillar left. Move the middle pillar up. Finally, move the power pillar right, then up. 

The spikes will lower and you can place you keycard on the upgrade station. Wait a moment and collect your brand 

new master keycard. Your precious power cores will be destroyed in the process. 
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Using the Master Keycard 
 

Return to the Third Floor 

Take the elevator back to the third floor. Return to the room shown in the image below and head left. 

 

Make your way through the rooms here until you find an energy puzzle. 
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Energy Puzzle #4 

 

Take your key and head right. 

Head right again to find some platinum ore which you can use in Balyang. Check the weapons section for more info. 

Continue into the room shown below. 
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Leave the energy bridges for now and head right to find the final energy puzzle. 

Energy Puzzle #5 

 

Pathway to the Danger Lift 

Head back left, make the energy bridge. Use your key. You get the drill. Continue down and do the same here. 

Head right to find the final elevator. Use your black keycard to take the lift down. 

Head down, then right. In this room, you’ll find a new charm for Walt. Head up, make sure you save here because 

there’s a boss coming up. Head up again to start a scene which leads to the MegaBot battle. 
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Triba’s Temple (Viper+Fox) 
 

Introduction 

Follow Evilnoch into the next room and he’ll hide in a tree. He then surrounds the tree with flesh melting beams of 

tribal energy. 

You need three idols to disable the beams, luckily there are three areas of this temple to explore. You can complete 

the areas in any order. 

The Swamp (Left) 
Head down and find yourself back outside. Grab the paddle here and jump onto the lily pad. 

When you use the paddle (by pressing ALT or the middle mouse button), you will move backwards up to three 

steps. Sometimes you will need to use walls to stop yourself in order to get in the right position. 

In this first room, that means moving left twice, then right once. You can now move up and left to get in the position 

you need to move up into the next room. 

Move the vases to make a bridge and head left. 

 

In order to claim the jungle idol, you’ll need to get rid of the wooden fences here. Obviously you’ll need fairies. Use 

the lily pad and paddle to navigate to the left side of the room. Paddle right through into the next room.  

There are two fairies in this room. One is free and one is a reward for defeating the snake woman. Take your fairies 

and return to the previous room. 

Jump off your lily pad to get to the island shown here. Stepping onto the red or yellow pads will call the appropriate 

fairy. 
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Each fairy will plant 3 seeds. Grab the empty bucket and use it while facing the water.  

Water each of the seeds to grow a flower. After all 6 flowers have grown, the first fence will sink down into the 

water.  

Jump back on the Lily pad now. Take a trip past the sunken fence to find a new island. You don’t have the fairies 

you need yet to paddle through the left exit. 

 

There’s a potion here if you’re interested. Continue left to find the room shown above. Grab the pixie here while 

avoiding the crocodile at all costs.  

Continue paddling left. Jump off your lily pad and walk around the top. Paddle down the three waterfalls and jump 

off the lily pad. There’s a chest here with a sharpening stone. You’ll use this to upgrade your weapon in Balyang. 

See the weapons section for more info. 

Battle the nearby snake woman to get a green pixie. Head down the waterfall here and then again in the next room. 
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Paddle down and over to the island and battle the snake woman for a blue pixie. Head left to battle another snake 

woman for a purple pixie. Return to the previous room and paddle to the top right exit. 

Continue up and then right, you’ll now be back in the room with the flowers! 

 

Like before, release the pixies, water the flowers, lower the fence. Paddle up to the next island and do the same 

there.  

Head up to find the Jungle Idol. That’s it for here, head back to the main room to continue on. 
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Hunter’s Haven (Right) 
 

The Bridge of Doom 

Cross the bridge and do battle with the sparkling slime. Collect the sparkling ooze and take it with you to the next 

room. Place the ooze in the fire on the far size of the tent. This will cause a loud noise and alert the hunter in the 

tent. 

 

Once inside, open the chest for fragment #1 and battle the returning hunter for a key. Leave the tent, head down, 

and use your key to unlock the block! 

In the next room, go into the first tent you see. Battle the sparkler here for more sparkling ooze. Leave the tent and 

head up. You’ll come across another tent, pop inside if you want to battle a wolf and get a prize. (IT’S OPTIONAL!) 

Whether or not you go into the tent, continue up. 

 

Look for the sparkle in the bucket, there’s a key inside. Head right to find another tent. You’ll find another sparkle 

slime inside. Defeat him quickly. 

Leave the tent, there’s a hunter walking around here. Make sure you battle him to get his key. 

Head down to find another slime, do battle and claim you sparkling ooze. 
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Continue left. You’ll see a blue hunter and white wolf. Battle the hunter for a key and the wolf for fragment #2. 

Walk down to find another tent. Use your ooze on the fire here to gain access to the tent. There’s a chest inside 

containing fragment #3. 

Leave the tent and use your key to open the block to the right. 

 

Use another ooze here, and find fragment #4 inside the tent. The hunter will come in and hand you a key, after you 

beat him up. 

Cross the bridge and use the key to continue right. In the next room, there’s a chest hidden behind the tent. Grab 

that, also grab fragment #5 from the bucket. Use a key to enter the tent and find fragment #6. 

Leave this area, cross the bridge and head left. You’ll be back in the big middle room. The bottom left corner of this 

room has another lock block. Open this and head down. 
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Use your last ooze to get inside this tent. Open the for chest fragment #7! 

Leave the tent and head up. In the center of this room is a blind hunter. Speak and battle with him to get the Tribal 

Idol. 

That’s it for this area. Head back to the tree room.  
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Animal Rescue (Up) 
 

Nantosuelta 

 

As soon as you enter this area, you’ll be greeted by an angry lady. She wants you to rescue 25 trapped creatures. 

The creatures have been locked into chests in the area. 

Start by heading into the top-right room. Grab the green key here and head back down. On the left side of this 

room, you’ll find a yellow key. Head up and find a yellow chest, open that to release a chicken. That’s #1. 

Grab the blue key and head up again. 

 

Grab another blue key here, and head up again. In this room, you’ll find a green key. Continue left to find a blue key, 

and a yellow key. Pop into the opening on the left side to start a scene. 

Following the scene you’ll be in a different area. Open the yellow chest here for creature #2. Head down to find a 

green key and a purple key. You’ll have to defeat both enemies in this room before you can move on. 

Head left to find a red key and a yellow chest you can’t open. Battle the enemy here to move on.  
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In the next room, open the green chest for creature #3. Use your new snake friend to jump over the fence. Grab the 

blue key and head down. Grab the red key here and head down again. 

Open the green chest here for creature #4. Use the snake to get the red key. Climb down the ladder and head right. 

Open the green chest for creature #5. 

 

Use the snake to jump onto the platform. Climb the ladder and grab the bird caller. Stand on the right side and use 

the bird caller to fly over to a purple key. Fly back down to the bottom and walk to the left side before using the 

bird caller again. Open the purple chest for creature #6. 

Exit this area and climb down the ladder. Head right and navigate the bridges before opening a red chest for 

creature #7. 

You won’t have the green key you need in the next room so just keep walking right. In the next room, grab the 

yellow key and head right again. On the far right side of this room is a red key. Grab that and then position the 

movable platforms as shown below. 
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Climb the ladder on the left and navigate the bridges. Climb up to another bird area. Stand in the middle of the 

platform to call the bird and claim creature #8. 

Climb back down and head right again. Grab the purple key in this room. 

Now head all the way back to the left, until you reach the room shown below.  

 

Head down now and open the blue chest for creature #9. Head down again and open the red chest for creature 

#10. 

Walk to the left side of this room and head up. This room has a yellow and purple chest, you should have opened 

the yellow chest earlier. Open the purple chest now for creature #11. 

Head up again and open the red chest by the water. It’s the same one shown in the picture above. Release the frog 

for creature #12. 

Head left now and open the blue chest for creature #13. Cross over the new bridge and open the red chest for 

creature #14. Grab the yellow key here before taking the bottom exit. 
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In the next room, open the blue chest for creature #15. Grab the blue key before continuing down. 

You’ll find yourself outside now. Grab the green key and open the blue chest for creature #16. There’s a bottom exit 

here, but we’ll go there later. For now, head left. 

Battle the snake woman to get a pixie. Walk left a bit to find some jars. Push them both down after using your pixie. 

Walk down and open the blue chest for creature #17. Battle the nearby snake woman for another pixie. Cross the 

bridge and use the pixie to move the jar up. 

 

Walk down to the jar shown in the image above. Push this jar into the middle square and leave it. Grab the green 

key. Head back up to the croc bridge and find a red key and a yellow key. 
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Return to the room shown above and head down. Push the jar left to fix the bridge. Cross over and open the green 

chest for creature #18. Jump across and open the red chest for creature #19. 

Move the jar to get back. Head back inside. Continue to the room shown below and head up. 

 

There’s a purple chest you can’t open here, so head up again. Open the yellow chest for creature #20. Head left and 

walk into the trees to ride the buffalo again. 

Continue through the area until you find a yellow chest and creature #21. Use the snake again to jump over the 

fence and head down. In this room you’ll find a yellow chest and creature #22. 

Head down, then right. Continue right until you find the green chest you couldn’t open before. Open it now for 

creature #23. 

 

Jump up and grab the key. Climb the ladder. Use the bird caller to find another purple key and unlock the purple 

chest for creature #24. Just one left! 

Climb back down and head left a few times. Continue up and left to find the purple chest from earlier. Open it for 

creature #25! 

Head down a few times to find your old friend, the green winged lady. Talk to her for the Animal Idol and the end of 

this area. 
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3 Idol Attack! 
 

Treenoch! 

Once you have all three idols, return to the room with the big tree. 

 

Use your idols to smash the totems protecting the tree. Climb the tree to challenge Evilnoch/Treenoch. After the 

battle, Evilnoch will run away only to have his body switched with a slime. Battle the slime to finish this area. 

Enoch is saved! 
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Arbiter’s Temple (Griffin+Skye) 
 

Brackenfell Arrival 

You can walk upwards to Quenera for two free potions, but then come right back! 

After entering the temple, you’ll find some hay stacks blocking your way. Skye will make short work of those. 

Continue on and a cutscene will begin.  

You will now have control of a younger Skye as you relieve a memory from her past. Simply walk left and do what 

you’re told. 

After the scene, Griffin and Skye are ready to get serious. Continue upward until you come to this room. 

 

The room marked with a red arrow leads to a chest containing a missing page that can use to get a weapon in 

Balyang. See the weapons section of the guide for more info. 

Head north again until you come to the shrine room. Donovan’s body is gone, and a trail of blood leads to the door 

on the left. Push a box out of the way to get inside. 

Follow along and eventually you will come across a puzzle. To solve these puzzles, position the orbs so that the 

beams match the color and angle on the pillars. 

On the next page, you will find the solutions for each of the puzzles here. 
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Arbiter’s Temple Puzzles 

 

The Demons 

In the final room, there will be a scene followed by a final battle. 
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Lilly’s Search (Lilly) 
 

We’re Trapped Forever 

You’ll start in a small room with a small Donovan. He won’t help so just forget him! 

Grab the axe and start smash everything in the room. You will soon find a key under a barrel, take that and escape 

the room. 

Try each of the switches in the next room. When that doesn’t work, chat to Donovan. You will work together to 

open the way. 

Jump Puzzle #1 

 

Jump: 

RIGHT 
 

RIGHT 
 

LEFT 
 

UP 
 

DOWN 
 

DOWN 

 

 

 

 

 

Creepy Demons 

Cross over the new magic bridge and enter the next room. A creepy demon will attack you and lose. After Donovan 

leaves, walk into the nearby house and grab the axe. Now exit and walk up to the top of the room to beat up demon 

Skye. She will then turn into a demon block. Push this block onto the red button nearby. 

After you grab the key, open the door to the top house.  Start smashing and don’t stop until you find another key. 

Take this key and head back outside down to the bottom house. Smash your way to the door and head inside. 

Work with Donovan again to clear the path and enter the doorway. 

In the next room, simply walk around, battle the demon Walt and continue on. 
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Jump Puzzle #2 

 

Jump: 

RIGHT 
 

DOWN 
 

LEFT 
 

LEFT 
 

RIGHT 
 

UP 
 

DOWN 

 

 

 

 

Sneaky Demons 

Cross the new bridge and head down to find a sneaky demon Viper. Defeat Viper and head right. Lower the red 

spikes. The demon fox will pop out, defeat him and make him a block. Use the block to press the yellow button and 

enter the house. Grab the axe and smash everything until you find the key. (Note: the key is in the chest, but feel 

free to smash anyway) 

Take the key back outside and use it to enter the other house. Start smashing again to find the key to this door. 

Once again, work with Donovan to open the door and head inside. Demon Dak will be there to help you with the 

spikes. Continue to the next room and the next puzzle. 
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Jump Puzzle #3 

 

Jump: 

UP 
 

LEFT 
 

LEFT 
 

LEFT 
 

RIGHT 
 

UP 
 

RIGHT 
 

DOWN 
 

DOWN 

 

 

 

 

Cheeky Demons 

In the next room, you’ll find a demon Enoch and the demon Sasha from earlier. Block them and use them to pass 

the spikes. Continue to the next room and witness the shocking turn of events. 
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Researcher Visit (Dak+Walt+Enoch) 
 

Just a Quick Visit 

 

This area is quite short. Just climb down the vine ladder. Graystone will appear and unlock more areas of Balyang 

for you to explore. You can return there whenever you like. 

Enter the researcher’s house and chat with him to end this area. 
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Return to the Vanquished City (Viper+Fox) 
 

Secrets in the City 

Viper and Fox will arrive in their old home. Once inside, make your way through the houses. Keep your eyes peeled 

for the silver chest nearby. It contains a weapon chain that can be used to get Fox’s upgraded weapon. Check the 

weapon section of this guide for more info. 

Once outside, head downward to start a scene. After the scene, you will have entered a secret path behind the 

waterfall. 

 

Enter the house in the next room and go downstairs. You’ll come across Randorian. What is Randorian doing here? 

Forget about him for now. Hit the red switch to drop a couch. 

Now grab the hammer. The jars here can be smashed to obtain various items you’ll need. The vase to the right 

contains a blue prism. 

Head back up and smash the jar by the stairs for a tinder box. Up the stairs, you’ll find a red prism by the bed. 

Outside, you’ll find a tinderbox, a green prism and a clear prism. Head back into the area behind the waterfall to 

find another red prism. 
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At this point, you should have everything you need to summon another couch … and who doesn’t want that? 

Go back inside and back to the area where you saw Randorian. Head into the room below to find a puzzle of sorts. 

Before getting started, smash the jar here for another tinderbox. 

 

Start by using a tinderbox to light a fire under each prism holder. Place three prisms over the fires, one of each 

color. Using the micro adjuster, point the light toward the clear prism in the center to charge it in magnificent light. 

Grab the charged crystal and take in back to the previous room. Place the glowing prism into the pillar blocking the 

switch. Hit the switch to drop the second couch and bounce across. 

Don’t forget to pick up the armor upgrade here. 
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Head up and smash the jar to get a clear prism. Continue up through the door. Smash the jars here for a blue prism 

and a tinderbox. Head up the stairs and head down. In this room, you’ll find another tinderbox. 

Head outside to find a green prism and another tinderbox. That’s it, you have the full set. Head back inside and 

down to the second prism room. 

 

Position the prisms as shown above to earn another glowing prism. Take your fancy prism outside to smash your 

way into the beach area. 
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In this ouside area, you’ll find two tinderboxes and a green prism. Pop into the two caves here to find a blue prism, 

a clear prism and a third tinderbox. 

Head right to the beach, smash the jars here to find a red prism. You’re all set. 

 

Grab the final glowing prism and head left. Head north and use your prism to smash you way through to a 

barbarian. He’s not even the nice kind you remember from Hingrad, he’s still crazy. 

After the battle, head inside to start a scene. Following the scene, collect the uniforms from each of the chests here 

to end the area. 
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The Road to Arba’s Temple (Dak+Walt+Enoch) 
 

Leaving Hingrad 

When Walt returns, make your way to the beach. To get there, go to the rubble where the Hingrad armory once 

stood, then head right. In this next room, there are two exits along the bottom. The left exit leads to some sheep, 

that’s boring. The right exit is the one you want, go that way. 

When you get to the beach, walk all the way to the right end. Walt will prepare the swimming gear allowing you to 

scour the sea floor. There are four points that you can use to dive to the bottom of the sea. You can do them in any 

order. 

There is a fifth diving point, but it won’t work until you complete the four puzzles in the other diving points . 

Sea Floor Puzzle #1 

 
 

Sea Floor Puzzle #2 
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Sea Floor Puzzle #3 

 

Sea Floor Puzzle #4 

 

The Deep Blue Sea 

After completing all 4 puzzles, the 5th diving spot will take you to the entrance of Arba’s Temple. We’ll be back later. 
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Riverdale Rumble - Part 1 (Griffin+Skye) 
 

Griffin’s Triumphant Return 

Take a quick walk over the bridge and start a scene. 

 

After the battle, chat with the townspeople and then enter the guild HQ. 
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Arba’s Temple (Dak+Walt+Enoch) 
 

Under the Sea 

Enter the temple and be surprised by Graystone. Step onto the middle tile on the left and click or press enter to 

split up into your 3 guys. 

 

To break the pillar, have one of your guys standing on each button. Continue right to find another place to split up. 

 

The image above shows a possible solution for this puzzle. 

On the right side of this room, there’s a silver chest. To get access to this chest, move the middle pillar up twice.  

Walk up through the new door and follow the path around until you get the key. Return to this room and unlock 

the door. In the next room, head right. 
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After solving the puzzle as shown, head right. Defeat the squid here to break the block and head right again. You’re 

now in a central room of sorts. The bottom door is blocked until a bit later so continue to the right. 
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Keep walking right until you come across the room shown above. Step on the purple tile and split up as before. This 

time, all of your party members will move as a group. Use this to your advantage and use all the switches at the 

same time. 

This will clear the blue block and allow you access to the next room. 

 

Step on the bridge at point #1. Then turn around and wait for the sneaky boardwalk guy to creep out behind you. 

Make short of work of him and he’ll run away and become a bridge for you to cross. 

 

In the next room, have your guys work together again to push the blue block all the way to the right. Then make 

your way down into the next room. 

There’s more bridges here, stand at the end and face away from the boardwalks until they come  after you. As 

before, they will make bridges for you. 

Head left and split up again to press both sets of switches. One set will break the blue pillar, the other will provide 

you with a lovely frog. Hold onto this for later. Continue left into the next room. 
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Push the blue block left as team. Head up and summon the boardwalk one more.  Grab the key here as well. Now 

it’s time to head back to the blue carpet area. 

 

Head back to the room shown above. Once there, use your key to move up into the next room. 
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Solve this puzzle as shown above and head left to find the next puzzle. 
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After solving this puzzle, head down and grab the next frog. You now have two frogs, that’s a lot, but it won’t be 

enough. Head back to the central room from earlier. This time, take the bottom exit. 
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In this room, you’ll need to defeat 3 enemies. As scared as you are, you need to use the switches to release the 

landsharks. Only by defeating them, can you enter the next room. 

Another landshark awaits you in the next room. Defeat him and move on. In the next room, be very careful not to 

make any loud noises.  

Finally you will obtain your third frog. Head to the central room and head right twice. Then continue up. 

 

 Place your frogs on the frog activated floors to make a new door. Enter the door and continue until you find the 

teleporter. A scene will being, ending this area.  
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The Wizard Headquarters (Viper+Fox) 

The Old Headquarters 

 
Fox and Viper will arrive in Quenera in search of Randorian, the leader of the wizards. Head up and battle the 

demon who comes out of the house. Walk around until you see Randorian. 

 

Randorian will have you follow him to the Mountain Pass. Once there, he will summon some old friends. After 

taking a ride, you will find yourself near the original wizards HQ. Make your way inside. 

Randorian will be there waiting for you. He’ll tell you he needs a number of magical remnants to unlock the way to 

Donovan’s chamber.  

The door in front of you is locked so start by heading east. You’ll find your first magical remnant is this room. After 

the battle continue through to the next room. There’s another remnant here but you can’t reach it. You’ll get your 

hands on him soon enough. For now head outside to the right. Walk through the trees to find a puzzle. 
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HQ Puzzle #1 

 

The spikes will lower, allowing you to head up to the next room and the next puzzle. 
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HQ Puzzle #2 
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We Need More Remnants 

Head back inside and back to the first room. Use your new key to open the door and head up. Continue left to find 

another remnant.  Head up into the kitchen, grab your third remnant. Take the exit at the top left of the kitchen. 

You’ll be back outside, ready for another puzzle. 

 HQ Puzzle #3 
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HQ Puzzle #4 

 

 

Back to the HQ 

Grab the key and head inside. From the kitchen, take the right exit. Pass through the middle room, battling the 

remnant on the way. 

Follow the path around, battling 2 more remnants before coming to a locked door. Use your key and head inside. 

There’s a remnant in here, as well as an armor upgrade for Fox. Grab those and save. Through the next door is a 

boss. 
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After defeating the boss, grab the last and final remnant. Take all of your remnants back to Randorian. He will 

pretend to be pleased with your efforts. After he restores the portal, you will be able to enter Donvan’s chamber 

zone!  

Do that now, use the portal to the chamber zone. 
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Donovan’s Chamber 
 

Walk up the stairs and head left to find the micro adjuster. Head back to the entrance room and continue right. 

Move the crystal and use the adjuster to turn the light beam as shown below. Battle the ice lady on the switch and 

press it to continue. 

 

After the second room, continue up. In this room (below left), take the north exit and complete the puzzle there 

(below right) before returning to the first room and taking the left exit. 
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You’ve now opened the door to Donovan’s secret chamber. Head inside, the book at the top-left has the map you 

need. Grab that, check the other books and head back to the portal to end the area.  
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Riverdale Rumble – Part 2 (Griffin+Skye) 
 

Prison Break 

 

After a scene, a key will drop down into the cell. Grab the key and unlock the cell. There’s a switch at point 3 in the 

image above, but it’s too dark to see. Grab the lantern from point 2 and use it (press ALT or the middle mouse 

button) on the webs. This will light a torch and allow you to see the switch. Hit the switch to lower the spikes. 

Don’t go left just yet, you’ve missed something useful in the room to the right. Head right and burn the webs here. 

Climb down the ladder and walk around to the right to find another prison key. Watch out for the creep in this 

room. 

Return to the previous room and take the left exit. 
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In this room, you can use your key to unlock the next gate. However, you will then find yourself blocked by more 

spikes. Climb down the ladder and use your lantern at point 4 to light a fire. This will allow you to activate the 

switch at point 3. 

Climb back up the ladder and continue through to the next room. There’s a creep here who has a bomb for a head. 

Battle with him to light the bomb and he will offer to clear the way for you. 

Head left again to start a scene. After the scene you’ll be looking for another key. 
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In the next room, climb down the ladder and light the fire at point 1. Grab the key from the chest and head back to 

the previous room. Open the cell to start the scene. Don’t forget to grab the charm from the green chest. 

Head left again and continue down to the next room. 

Climb down the ladder, light the fire and hit the switch. Cross over the bridge into the next room. Defeat the bomb 

headed creep to clear the path. There’s another bomb headed creep down the ladder that you’ll need defeat to clear 

the next set of boxes. 

Don’t miss the silver chest left of the second creep. It contains gold dust that you can use to upgrade Griffin’s 

weapon. See the weapons section for more info. 

Continue into the next room. 
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Burn the web right inside the door and then use the switch. There’s a chest at point 3 but it’s too dark to work the 

handle. Burn the web at point 4 before returning to point 3 to collect the key. Walk down the right side and use 

your key to get through. 

Head left to trigger a scene. After Griffin leaves, head outside. Griffin and his Dad have washed up on the right side 

of the building. Walk around and talk to Griffin. 

Follow Griffin’s Dad into the inn to start the final scene. 
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Maytha’s Temple (Dak+Walt+Enoch) 
 

It’s a Little Warm 

 

Head up to find the puzzle shown above. After completing the puzzle, continue right and then into the room at the 

bottom right. Grab the hammer here. 

The hammer can be used to bash the red or yellow blocking devices. Bashing a red block will lower all red blocks 

and raise all yellow blocks. Bashing a yellow block does the opposite. 

Return to the previous room. 
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Start by bashing the yellow block. Then push the rocks as show in the image above. This will create a bridge for you 

to get across. 

 

Defeat the rockman to make him a little more pushable. Push the along the path shown. You will need to bash the 

blockers a few times to get them out of your way. Cross the new bridge, grab the key and head up into the next 

room. 
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After completing the puzzle on the previous page, continue right. After grabbing the armor upgrade, smash the 

rockmen. Then roll them as shown. 

 

The rocks will clear the way for you to get to the top half of this map, only to find … more rocks. 

 

Push the rocks as shown above, bashing the blocks as needed. Finish by pushing the #2 rock down. Grab the key 

and enter the door. The solution to the puzzle inside is on the next page. 
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Move into the next room to find the following puzzle. 

 

Use the key to open the door to start a scene and end this area. 
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Riverdale Rumble – Part 3 (Griffin+Skye) 
 

It’s Rumbling Time 

You’ll start in the inn. After you leave, you will face Terry in a final showdown. Make sure to prepare before you 

leave. Griffin will be alone in the battle so give him your best trinkets and runes. 
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Lilly’s Rescue (Sasha) 
 

Sasha to the Rescue 

 

Following the opening scene, you’ll find yourself controlling Sasha. Donovan is still chasing you so get moving. 

Continue right to find the first chase puzzle. After a few attempts, Donovan will slow down, after a few move, he 

will slow down further. 

The black pillars can be used to delay Donovan. He’ll have to smash them to pass. They don’t have to be used. 

Chase Puzzle #1 
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Chase Puzzle #2 
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Chase Puzzle #3 

 

Lilly Rescue 

After the third chase puzzle, head right. Stand on the tiled area in the middle. The floor will collapse and you’ll find 

yourself in the temple. Walk through the areas until you come to the room with Lilly.  

After the scene, you will face Donovan. That ends this area. 
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The Black Castle 
 

Walt’s Vision 

You’ll find yourself in a place that looks like Aggem’s Temple. Isn’t that weird? 

Start by using the crane to place the blocks on the buttons. Lower the spikes and move right into the next room. 

 

Use the magnets as shown above to gain access to the next room. 

 

Use the energy ball to create some energy bridges. Head up to get tricked and trapped. 
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Enoch’s Vision  

Pick up the whip on the left side of the screen. Face toward the rope ladders and use your whip to grab on and pull 

yourself over. Do this again and head right. 

 

Position the tiles as shown above to smash the pillar. 

 

Use your whip to pull the statues and clear a path to the exit. Head up to find another trap. 
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Dak’s Vision  

Grab the spin magnet off the table and use it to turn the parts of the track that don’t make sense. Then pick up the 

spinner and stand at the end of the track and use it. 

 

Head up to find a bunch of jars and a big hammer. Get the hammer, smash the jars. Continue up. 

 

You’ll find a sand puzzle in the next room. The image above shows the solution. Head up and get trapped. 
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Fox’s Vision  

Fox will find himself in an area similar to Arba’s Temple. He of course has never been to Arba’s Temple, so forgive 

him for being a little scared. Head up. 

 

Push the nearby red block onto the blue switch. Then use the block at the top right to hold the top red switch. Do 

the same with the red switch at the bottom. Then place the middle block on the red button and stand on the final 

red button.  

 

Head right and continue until you become trapped. 
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Viper’s Vision  

Grab the paddle and jump on the floating pad. Make your way over to the door and head inside. 

 

Cross the bridge and grab the green key. In the next room, use the key to call forth a snake friend. 

 

Climb up the ladder another trick and trap.  
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Skye’s Vision 

Use the boxy to solve the puzzle as shown below. 

 

Jump on the button to lower the spikes and continue into the next room. 

 

You’ll find 4 boxies here, and 4 lasers. Switch between the boxies as needed to get past the lasers.  

To get the purple box through the blue laser, place the purple box right on the blue laser. Then switch to the blue 

box to get past. From this point you will be able to pick up the purple box again to pass the purple laser. 

Continue until you find another trap. 
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Griffin’s Vision 

Smash your way up through the blocking devices. Push the rock up, smash any devices that get in the way, and 

enter the next room. 

 

Push the rock as shown above, smashing the devices as needed. Grab the key on the right side before heading up 

through the door. 

Enter the final trap. 

Zahhak! 

After the following scene, pull each of the signs down to break the blue barrier. You can switch between party 

members here, and return to Balyang for general shenanigans. 

When you’re ready, head up to meet your old friend Zahhak. 
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Balyang 

 

 

 

Gaining Access 
 

Pocket Teleport Stone 

 

Randorian will appear to on your way to Arman Village and 
give you this item.  
 
Once you have the pocket teleport, you can use it at almost 
any time to teleport to the protected city of Balyang. 

 

Balyang Unlock #1 

 

Just as you are preparing to enter Aggem’s Temple, 
Graystone will appear with some news. 
 
You have been given more access to Balyang. You can now 
access the Mehmedon, Skelvania and Python Village areas. 
 

 

Balyang Unlock #2 

 

The next time Graystone will appear is on your trip to the 
researcher’s house. 
 
Graystone will give you access the Arman, Hobbletree and 
Pickus areas of Balyang. 
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Balyang Unlock #3 

 

Entering Arba’s Temple for the first time means another 
visit from Graystone. 
 
Randorian has finally decided that you are worthy of his 
trust. The whole of Balyang is now open to you. 
 
That means you can visit Mini Milnerton, the Theater Stage 
and Sultan Mehmed’s house in Balyang. 
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Activities 

Dice Poker 
 

Your First Game 

Percival Pippen Pangreen runs the rolling racket in Balyang. Find him in the Quenera area. After a quick talk, he’ll 

give you your beginner’s dice and summon your first opponent … Piggy! 

Winning Rolls 

 

The table below shows the possible rolls in order of best to worst. 

 

  
Dice Roll 

 

 
5 of a Kind 

 

 
4 of a Kind 

 

 
Full House 

 

 
6 High Straight 

 

 
5 High Straight 

 

 
3 of a Kind 

 

 
2 Pairs 

 

 
1 Pair 
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Opponents 

 
#1 – Piggy Will Find You 

 

 
#2 – In the Quenera Bar 

 

 
#3 – Python Village Snake Seller 

 
#4 – Blue Guy in Skelvania 

 

 
#5 – Chef Jun in Arman Village 

 

 
#6 – Sultan Mehmed 
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#7 – Theater Lady 

 

 
#8 – Girl in the Hobbletree Barn 

 
#9 – Outside Arman Village 

 

  
  

  

Cool Cartography 
 

To complete this activity, you need to explore all of Balyang. You’ll very likely do this while doing the other Balyang 

activities, like the demon hide-and-seek. Speaking of which … 
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Demon Hide-and-Seek 
 

Find Barivon the wizard north of the Hobbletree area. He’s looking for beady little demon eyes. After giving you a 

demonstration, he’ll give you some demon goggles so you can help him out. Below are the locations of all 15 

demons. 

Make sure you have the demon goggles equipped or the demons will be invisible. 

 

 
Tree Demon – Skelvania Outside 

 

 
Box Demon – Boxy Bay outside Hobbletree Area 

 

 
Wall Demon – Mehmedon Inside 

 

 
Wall Demon – Python Village Outside 
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Wall Demon – Arman Village Inside 

 

 
Box Demon – Hobbletree Barn Inside 

 
Wall Demon – Quenera Inside 

 

 
Wall Demon – Quenera Bar Outside 

 
Wall Demon – Hobbletree Outside 

 

 
Wall Demon – Teleport Area 
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Vine Demon – Pickus Outside 

 

 
Dirt Demon – Skelvania Inside 

 
Box Demon – Mehmedon Outside 

 

 
Decorative Demon – Python Village Inside 

 
Wall Demon – Arman Village Outside 
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Grammy’s Final Tour 
 

 

Grammy’s granddaughter can be found by the bar. She says Grammy doesn’t really need finding but you know 

better. 

 

Grammy’s first hiding spot is the barn outside of the Hobbletree area. You’ll need to gain further access to Balyang 

before you can visit this area. 

 

Grammy second hiding spot is the small garden area in the Arman area. 
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The third place you’ll find Grammy is in the temple in the Python Village section. 

 

Do you see the Grammy boxy? Chat with her and she will reveal herself. 

 

For Grammy’s final hiding place, return to the place you saw her granddaughter. Grammy has a surprise for you. 

She will also give you a present!  
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Theater Props 

 

 

Chat with the fake beard wearer in the Hobbletree area to get the fake beard. 

 

In a house in the Hobbletree area, push these shelves out of the way to find the makeup kit. 

 

This man in the Milnerton area has a ridiculous red wig he would like to sell you. 
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Find the bar in the Quenera area and enter the upstairs sleeping area. On the right side of the room, you’ll find an 

old wizard robe on the floor. 

 

Light #1: Find this in a house in the Skelvania area. 

Light #2: After Jimmy invites you to his puzzle area, grab this light. 

Light #3: In the Milnerton area, this light is behind the guy with a sore knee. 
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Jimmy’s Puzzles 
 

Green #1 

 

Green #2 

 

Position the guys as shown. The chest will appear after everybody is in the right position. 
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Green #3 

 

Set up the blocks as shown above, then press the yellow switch. 
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Green #4 
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Green #5 
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Blue #1 

 

Blue #2 
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Blue #3 

 

Blue #4 
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Blue #5 
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Yellow #1 

 

Yellow #2 
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Yellow #3 
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Yellow #4 

 

Yellow #5 

This one is easy. All you have to do is hit the switches in the right order. 

The order is: 

RED, PURPLE, GREEN, WHITE, YELLOW, BLUE 
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Purple #1 

 

Purple #2 
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Purple #3 

 

Purple #4 
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Purple #5 
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Red #1 
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Red #2 
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Red #3 
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Red #4 
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Red #5 
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Shopping 

Runes 

 

  

Runes Rank Effect Source 

 Poison 
Poisons the target 

Rank 3 24 dmg / turn Skelvania  

Rank 4 33 dmg / turn Arman Village 

 Damage 
Adds extra damage to attacks 

Rank 3 +50 dmg Mehmedon  

Rank 4 +70 dmg Arman  

 Splash 
Attacks damage other enemies 

Rank 3 40 dmg Mehmedon  

Rank 4 60 dmg Arman  

 Absorb 
Absorbs health on each attack 

Rank 3 40 hp Quenera  

   

 Critical 
Increases critical chance 

Rank 3 +50 dex Mehmedon  

Rank 4 +80 dex Hobbletree  

 Power 
Attacks generate extra power 

Rank 1 +1 power Skelvania  

   

 Burn 
Burns the target up to 5 times 

Rank 3 20 dmg / turn Hobbletree  

Rank 4 24 dmg / turn Milnerton 

 Blind 
Causes enemies to miss 

Rank 1 10% chance Skelvania 

   

 Freeze 
Lowers stats of the target 

Rank 1 10% reduction Quenera  

Rank 2 15% reduction Arman/Hobbletree  

 X - Elemental 
Causes Burn and Freeze 

Rank 1 10% reduction 
24 dmg / turn 

Milnerton Prize Game 

   

 X - Poison 
Causes Blind and Poison 

Rank 1 15% chance 
30 dmg / turn 

Jimmy – Green Trophy Prize 

   

 X - Maximum 
Causes Damage and Critical 

Rank 1 +60 dmg 
+60 dex 

Treasure Game 
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New Trinkets 

  

Trinket Source What it does 

 
Banker’s Wallet 

Balyang Bank Save 10% on everything you buy. 

 
Circle of Life 

Finding Grammy Reward Defeated enemies restore the wearer’s health. 

 
Great Goggles 

Demon Hunting Reward You will always get a great hit. 

 
Heroic Outfits 

Theater Props Reward Everybody will look heroic in battle. 

 
Portable Crystal 

Jimmy’s Puzzle Reward Removes status effects. 

 
Lucky Dice 

Dice Game Reward Gives you a chance to double your rewards from 
battle. 
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Classic Trinkets 

  

Trinket Source What it does 

 
Dexterous Cuffs 

Quenera Trinket Store You will always get at least a good hit. 

 
Mask of Chaos 

Hobbletree Trinket Store Increases your damage while you have full health. 

 
Sonic Boots 

Quenera Trinket Store You have a chance to dodge incoming attacks. 

 
Crown of Vigor 

Hobbletree Trinket Store Increases your maximum stamina by 10. 

 
Pretigious Hat 

Barn Outside Hobbletree You always get the first attack in each battle. 

 
Tiger’s Claw 

Hobbletree Trinket Store Turns your party into slimes for each battle. 
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Master Weapons 

 

Note: If you miss any of the weapon upgrade items, you can buy them at the end of the game from the fellow just 

outside the master weapons store. 

 

  

Weapon User Requires 

 
Warlord’s Blade 

Griffin Gold Dust – Find in Riverdale prison area. 

 
Immortal Tome 

Skye Missing Page – Find in Arbiter’s Temple side room. 

 
Igor’s Legacy 

Viper Sharpening Stone – Find in Triba’s Temple, waterfall area. 

 
Jonjo Vanquine 

Fox Weapon Chain – Find in Vanquine, first area. 

 
Storm of the Seas 

Enoch Sea Ruby – Find in Arba’s Temple. 

 
Bin-Lee’s Bo Staff 

Dak Wrapping Glue – Find in Hingrad, after Walt brings back the 
swimming gear. 

 
Platinum Ratchet-Blade 

Walt Platinum Ore – Find in Aggem’s Temple (3rd floor) 
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Maps 

Balyang Overview 
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Quenera Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Teleport Stone Use this stone to return to your previous location. 

2 Rune Shop Buy Runes here including the new freeze rune 

3 Balyang Bank Talk to the teller to get the Banker’s Wallet. 

4 Trinket Shop Buy some trinkets here 

5 Percival Pangreen This wizard will start the dice poker activity. 

6 Granddaughter Talk to this girl to start the Grammy activity. 

7 Balyang Bar Jimmy’s Puzzle area is located inside the bar. You’ll also find a poker opponent 
and a theater prop. 
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Skelvania Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Skelvania Bar Find the lady with the frog here. 

2 Rune Shop Buy runes and potions here. 

3 Dice Opponent This little guy looks forward to doing battle. 

4 Weapon Shop Buy some new weapon here. You’ll also find a light for the theater prop activity. 
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Python Village Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Python Inn Sleep here or buy potions. 

2 Weapon Shop Buy weapon upgrades here. 

3 Python Cathedral One of Grammy’s hiding places is in here. 

4 Snake Lady This girl will challenge you to dice poker. 
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Town Center 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Potion Shop Buy some potions here 

2 Rune Shop Buy some runes here 

3 Rune Shop Buy some runes here 
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Arman Village Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Rune Shop Buy runes and potions here. 

2 Arman Inn Sleep here or visit Chef Jun. 

3 Percival Pangreen After facing all dice opponents, meet Percival here. 
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Hobbletree Village Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Outdoor Rune Store Buy some runes here. 

2 Hobbletree School Shush, the children are learning. 

3 House Find a fancy makeup kit for the theater props activity here. 

4 Bearded Boy Talk with this boy to get his fake beard, one of the theater props. 

5 Trinket Shop Buy some trinkets here. 

6 Hobbletree Barn Find Grammy, a dice opponent and a trinket seller inside. 
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Pickus Family Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Pickus House Not as big as their old place, but it will have to do. 

2 Theater Lady This girl will challenge you dice poker. 

3 Theater Prop Box Place your theater props into this box. 
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Milnerton Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Weapon Master Buy the best weapons in the game at this store. 

2 Mysterious Wares Buy a red wig. Come back at the end of the game to buy any weapon components 
you missed. 

3 Super Prize Challenge Everybody wins! Come here to get one of the X-runes. 

4 Theater Light Grab the light here and place it in the theater prop box. 
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Mehmedon Zone 
 

 

# Name Description 

1 Mehmedon Inn Sleep here or battle the Sultan in dice poker. 

2 Demon Hunting Speak with the wizard here to start the demon hunting activity. 
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More John Wizard 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Click here for more info and a demo 
 

 
 

Click here for more info and a demo 
 

 

http://johnwizard.com/game.php?game=1
http://johnwizard.com/game.php?game=2

